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Intr oduction
Polymeric liquids haveunique dynamicalproperties that
distinguish them from small molecule fluids1,2). One of
the mostimportant examples is the strongdependenceof
the transport properties on the degreeof polymerization
N. For linear polymer chains (the most extensively stu-
died architecture) one finds two different regimes. For
chainsshorterthan a crossoverchain length Nc the self-
diffusion coefficient D andthe shear viscosity g scale as
D l Nÿ1 andg l N, whereasfor longerchainsthelength
dependence is much stronger, D l Nÿ2 and g l N3:4,
respectively. This transition occurs in melts of flexible,
linear polymer chainsregardlessof the chemical identity
of the monomeric units, and is attributed to the onsetof
intermolecular entanglements.The exact natureof entan-
glements is unclear; however, theyundoubtedly originate
from chain uncrossability. Several different theoretical
treatmentsof the entanglement phenomenonhave been
proposed3–11). The mostpopularapproach1,12) usesa con-
cept of “reptation”. It postulates that a polymer chain in
the melt is confined to a “tube”, the size and shapeof
which are given by the constraints of surrounding
(uncrossable)chains. A given chaincanonly movealong
its tube. This amounts to suppression of transverse
motions, and large-scale diffusive motion that occurs
through snake-like “slithering” along thetube.

With some caveats,reptation theory and most other
theoreticalapproaches to thedynamicsof entangled poly-
mer melts leadto predictionsthat agreewith experimen-
tal datafor linearchains2). In orderto distinguishbetween
different theories it is worthwhile to investigate poly-
meric liquids consisting of molecules of different archi-
tectures. Of particular interest are non-linear architec-
turessuchasstaror ring polymers13,14).

An additional incentive to study non-linear architec-
tures comesfrom their practicalimportance:most of the
polymersusedin industry are branchedchainsof various
types. It is known that the dynamical properties of
branchedchains (especially non-linear flow properties)
are very different from thoseof linear chains. The sys-
tematic study of branchedpolymer dynamics has just
begun15,16).

In this paperwe describea computer simulation study
of three-arm starpolymersin the melt. It is believedthat
in densesystems of star polymers reptation is strongly
suppressed.De Gennes17) and other workers13,18) have
argued that large (spatial) scale diffusive motions are
enabled by an “arm-retraction” mechanism which leads
to an exponential dependence of both the self-diffusion
coefficient andviscosity on thelength of thearm.Experi-
mental dataof Bartelset al.19) on three-arm starpolymer
melts showa stronger-than-power-law dependenceof the
self-dif fusion coefficient on arm length. A plot of their
datasuggests exponential dependence over roughly five
ordersof magnitude.Similarly, experimentsby Fetterset
al.20) find the coefficient of viscosity to have a faster-
than-power-law dependenceon arm length. Their data
also show an exponential dependence on arm length.
Theseexperimentsareprobablythestrongestargumentin
favor of reptation.However, it shouldbeemphasizedthat
the evidence provided by theseexperiments is indirect
and that the arm retraction mechanism has not been
directly observed.

On a computationalside, therehave beenseveral simu-
lationsof anisolated starpolymer in a fixed latticeof lin-
ear obstacles21–24). Thesesimulations find that diffusion
decreasesexponentially with increasing arm length. A
recent simulation by Sikorski et al.25) of a single starin a
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We show that Shaffer’s version of the bond fluctuation
model can be usedto simulatethree-armstar polymers.
We reporta simulationstudyof bothsinglestarsandmelts
of starpolymerswith armlengthsup to 90 monomerunits
(approximatelytwice the entanglementcrossoverlength

for linear chains).Center-of-massself-diffusion of single
starsis Rouse-like(D l Nÿ1). Due to a limited rangeof
molecular weights we cannot distinguish between a
power-law andanexponentialdependenceof thestar-melt
self-diffusioncoefficient onarmlength.
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mobile linear matrix showsa power-law scaling of the
self-diffusion coefficient with arm length. However, the
stararm lengths simulated appear to havebeentoo short
for an entangled dynamics. Finally, we would like to
mention herePakula’s26) extensive study of unentangled
meltsof starpolymers.

The goalof our studyis to investigatethe dynamicsof
entangled melts of star polymers. To the best of our
knowledgesucha study hasnot beendone. A simulation
of entangled starscould provide direct evidencefor the
arm-retractionmechanism.

In this paperwe presentpreliminary resultsconcerning
thedynamics of singlestars andslightly entangled melts.
First, by investigating single stars(section 3) we demon-
strate that a version of the Bond Fluctuation Model
(BFM) put forth by Shaffer can be used to simulate
branchedpolymers.Second,in section4 wepresentsimu-
lation results for meltsof three-arm starswith armlengths
up to Narm � 90 L 2 6 Nc. Section 5 closesthe paper
with a brief discussion.

2. Simulation model
The original BFM wasintroducedby CarmesinandKre-
mer27). We usea modified versionproposedby Shaffer28).
Detailedstudy of Shaffer’sversion28,29) showsthatit repro-
ducestheimportant qualitativefeaturesof thedynamicsof
entangled linearchains. We would like to emphasizehere
that theadvantageof this model is a relatively low cross-
over chain length, Nc L 40. This allows one to simulate
chains with relatively high numbersof entanglements
(moreprecisely, with relatively largeN/Nc).

In Shaffer’s model the polymer beadsare placedon a
simplecubic lattice. It hasbeenfound28) that with a bead
density of b = 0.5themodelqualitatively reproducesmelt
dynamics. Excludedvolume is enforced through a “sin-
gle-occupancy” condition on each lattice site, i. e. only
onebeadmayoccupya givensiteat anygiven time. The
bondsconnecting thebeadsarerestricted to a set of three

possible bondlengths:1,
���
2
p

, and
���
3
p

; herethe units are
the lattice spacing. Bond crossingis forbiddenby enfor-
cing constraintsuponbondmid-points(anybondcrossing
must proceedthrough a configurationin which bondmid-
points intersect).Chain motion is achievedby attempting
to displace a randomly selected bead to a randomly
selected nearest-neighbor lattice site. The move is
acceptedif it doesnot violate excluded volume, bond-
crossing constraints, or allowed bond lengths, and
rejected if it does.N6nstar attemptedmovesconstitutes
oneMC time step(MCS), which is hereafter usedasthe
time unit (N is the number of beadsper chainandnstar is
thetotal numberof starpolymersin thesimulationbox).

To inspectthe feasibility of using Shaffer’s version of
BFM for three-armstars(for simulations of starsusing
theoriginal BFM see ref.27), we initially simulatedsingle-
starsystemson the lattice. It shouldbe emphasizedhere
that in BFM starsimulations the branching point (center-
bead)movesaccording to the same rules as other beads
(i. e. no specialmovesarenecessary).Next we proceeded
to the simulation of multi-chain systemswith relatively
short armlengths.

For computational convenience we have simulated
three-arm star polymers with slightly different arms: in
all simulations star polymers have two arms of length
Narm1 � Narm2 � Narm and one arm of length Narm3 �
Narmÿ 1. Thus the total number of monomers in a star
polymeris N � 1� Narm1 � Narm2 �Narm3 � 36Narm.

We havesimulatedboth single-starandmany-starsys-
temswith Narm = 10,20,30,50,and90.Tab.1 showssome
of our simulation parameters andresults. As Nc L 40 for
linear-chainmelts,it is expectedthat thedynamicsof our
melt of stars with Narm � 90 should lie in a slightly
entangledregime(theentanglementcrossoverregime).

3. Singlestar staticsand dynamics
Themainreasonfor performing single-starsimulations is
to ensure that our lattice starsare sufficiently mobile. It

Tab.1. Parametersandresultsof simulations: numberof beadsin eacharm, Narm; number of starsin thesimulationbox, nstar; side
lengthsof cubic simulation box, Lx6Ly6Lz; equilibrationtime, seq; simulationrun time, srun; mean-squareradiusof gyration,R2

g;
mean-squaredistancefrom center-beadto end-bead, R2

ce; self-diffusion coefficient, D; andcenter-to-endvector relaxationtime, sce.
All timesarein MonteCarlotime steps(MCS),anddistancesarein unitsof thelattice spacing

Narm nstar Lx6Ly6Lz seq srun R2
g R2

ce D sce

Single: 10 1 30630630 2:56104 16105 11.4 21.7 1:4610ÿ3 1:16103

20 1 30630630 56104 26105 25.3 49.4 7:0610ÿ4 4:96103

30 1 30630630 16105 46105 40.6 79.7 4:6610ÿ4 1:26104

50 1 50650650 1:56105 56105 74.9 148 1:8610ÿ4 4:76104

90 1 50650650 36105 1:56106 147 294 1:6610ÿ4 1:56105

Melt: 10 450 30630630 56105 16106 9.7 18.3 2:6610ÿ4 4:56103

20 100 20620630 56105 16106 20.1 39.7 9:3610ÿ5 2:86104

30 150 30630630 56105 56106 30.3 59.5 4:8610ÿ5 6:46104

50 90 30630630 16106 16107 51.2 101 1:7610ÿ5 3:16105

90 50 30630630 56106 1:86108 93.4 190 4:4610ÿ6 2:16106
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shouldbe emphasizedthat our single star is not a good
model for a starpolymer in dilute solution,aswe do not
include any hydrodynamic interactions. Here we are
interestedin the mobility of the branching point relative
to the mobilities of other monomers. We definea “mobi-
lity” ln asthe fraction of acceptedMC movesof the nth
bead.This quantity measuresa local, short-timemobility
of beads. It shouldbeemphasizedthatthis mobility is dif-
ferent from the long-time, center-of-mass mobility (in
particular the former doesnot depend on N whereasthe
latterdoes).
In Fig. 1 we show ln asa function of positionalong the
arm for a single-chain systemwith Narm � 90. Note that
in this plot bead1 is thebranchingpoint (center-bead). It
canbeseen that the branchingpoint hasa reducedmobi-
lity due to having three bond constraints, as opposedto
two for the other beadsinsidethestarandonefor thearm
end-beads.ln is almost completely constant for inter-
mediate valuesof n; it is significantly increasedfor the
armend-beads.

The inset in Fig. 1 showsthe mobility averagedover
all the beadsin the simulation, lave, asa function of star
size.For small N, lave is slightly N dependent, dueto the
end-beads (with their significantly higher mobilities)
representinga largerfraction of thetotal numberof beads
in thesimulation.This effect becomeslesspronounced as
N increasesandfor higher N lave is roughly constant.

In the same figure we show mobilities in the melt.
They are substantially lower than thoseof single stars,

which is to be expected asa beadin the melt seesfewer
vacant surroundinglatticesitesavailableto it.

We also investigatedvarious equilibrium anddynamic
propertiesof single stars.To quantify the average star
size we monitored the mean-squareradius of gyration,
R2

g, and the mean-squaredistance betweencenter-bead
and arm end-bead,R2

ce. As can be seenfrom Fig. 2 the
observedscalingwith N is identical for these two meas-
uresof starpolymersizeR2

g l R2
ce l N1:2, asindicatedby

the solid line in the figure. The scaling exponent 1.2
agrees with the self-avoiding random walk exponent.
This is consistent with results from previous MC lattice
simulations by Evans30), Batoulis and Kremer31),
Sikorski32), andMolina andFreire33).

To characterize the time-dependentaspects of the stars
we monitored the mean-squarecenter-of-massdisplace-
ment, p�Rcm�t� ÿ Rcm�0��2P, and the center-to-endvector
correlation function, Cce�t� � pRce�t� NRce�0�P. From
these time-dependentquantities we obtained the self-dif-
fusion coefficient D, andthe center-to-endvectorrelaxa-
tion time sce. The valuesfor thesequantities are listed in
Tab.1.

Fig. 3 showsdatafor the self-diffusion coefficient asa
function of star size. It can be seenthat DN is indepen-
dent of N, indicating a Rouse-likescaling of D l Nÿ1,
consistentwith what shouldbeobservedin a single-chain
system. A single-chain dynamic MC simulation by
Sikorski32) finds a slightly strongerN dependencewith a
scaling exponentof –1.1.

Fig. 1. Bead mobility ln versusbeadposition alongthe arm n
for Narm � 90. Solid line: singlestar;dashedline: melt of stars.
Inset: beadmobility averagedover all beadsin the simulation
lave versusstar size N. Circles: single stars;squares:melts of
stars

Fig. 2. Average size of isolated stars. Open circles: mean-
squareradius of gyration R2

g versusstar size N; filled circles:
mean-squaredistancefrom the center-beadto arm end-beadR2

ce

versusstarsizeN. Solid line indicatesR2 l N1:2 powerlaw
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In Fig. 4 we showthe center-to-endrelaxation time sce

as a function of Narm. A power-law fit gives sce l N2:3
arm,

indicatedby thesolid line in the figure. This exponentof
2.3 is closeto thevalue 2.18predictedfrom scaling argu-
ments for the Narm dependence34). From single-star
dynamicMC simulations, Molina andFreire33) report an
exponent of 2.17, Sikorski32) reportsan exponent of 2.2,
andNeedsandEdwards21) report anexponent of 1.94.

4. Star melt staticsand dynamics
In Fig. 5 we showthemean-squareradiusof gyration, R2

g ,
and the mean-square distancebetweencenter-bead and
arm end-bead,R2

ce, for starpolymersin the melt. In gen-
eral, starsin the melt aresmaller than the isolated ones.
We observea scaling of starpolymer sizeR2

g l R2
ce l N,

indicatingexcluded volumeis beingfully screened.This
agreeswith a simpleFlory-typefree-energy argument35).

Asafurthercharacterizationof theequilibriumstructure,
wemonitoredthecenter-of-masspair-correlation function
gcm�r�. This functionmeasuresthedegreeof interpenetra-
tion of differentstars.As seenin Fig. 6 thedegreeof inter-
penetrationincreaseswith increasingarmlength.

To characterize the dynamics of star polymers in the
melt we monitoredthesametime-dependent quantitiesas
for isolated stars: the mean-squarecenter-of-massdis-
placement, p�Rcm�t� ÿ Rcm�0��2P, and the center-to-end
vector correlation function, Cce�t� � pRce�t� NRce�0�P.
From thesewe obtainedthe self-diffusion coefficient D,
and the center-to-end vector relaxation time sce. The
valuesfor these quantitiesarelistedin Tab.1.

In Fig. 7 andFig. 8 we showthedegreeof polymeriza-
tion dependence of the self-dif fusion coefficient and
relaxation times, respectively. Following the convention
used in experimental papers20) we plot thesequantities
versus the so-called span degree of polymerization,
Nspan� 26Narm. We compare to D for linear chains
plottedversusN (notethatfor linearchainsNspan� N).

It canbe claimedthat the datain Fig. 7 showa slight
curvature in the Nspan dependence of the star polymer

Fig. 3. Self-dif fusioncoefficient timesstarsizeDN versusstar
degreeof polymerizationN for single-starsystems

Fig. 4. Relaxation timesof the center-to-endvectorsce versus
arm length Narm for single-star systems.Solid line indicates
sce l N2:3 powerlaw

Fig. 5. Characteristic size of starsin the melt. Opensquares:
mean-squareradius of gyration R2

g versusstar size N; filled
squares: mean-squaredistancefrom thecenter-beadto armend-
beadR2

ce versusstarsizeN. Solid line indicatesR2 l N scaling
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self-diffusion coefficients.A morerealistic interpretation
of our data is that the limited range of star degreesof
polymerization precludes any distinction between a
power-law or exponential dependence of D on Nspan. To

illustratethis point we includeasaninseta log-linearplot
of the self-diffusion data.It is obvious that the data for
the three largest starscan be fit equally well by power
law or exponential. It shouldbenotedthat thecoefficient
of the exponential fit qualitatively agrees with that
obtainedfrom theexperimentsof ref.19): theexperimental
datacanbe fit by D l exp�ÿ0:59Marm=Me�, whereasan
exponential fit to our data gives D l exp�ÿ0:02Nspan�
l exp�ÿ0:8Narm=Ne� (we use Nspan� 26Narm and
Ne � Nc=2 L 20). This fact suggeststhat the datafor the
three largeststarsmay already bein thecrossoverregime
to anentangleddynamics.

The datafor sce (Fig. 8) appearto exhibit a power-law
dependenceon Nspan; however, aswith the self-dif fusion
coefficient, the dataaretoo limited for any conclusion to
bedrawn.

5. Conclusion
In this paperwe havepresentedtheresultsfrom computer
simulations of three-arm star polymers,both for single
starsand starsin the melt. We find that for the single-
chain simulations the static and dynamic results agree
with what is expectedfor constraint-freediffusivemotion
on thelattice.Specifically, we find that theradiusof gyra-
tion scalesasRg l N0:6, andtheself-diffusioncoefficient
asD l Nÿ1.

In themelt theexcludedvolumeinteraction is screened
and we observeRg l N0:5 scaling.Furthermore, we see

Fig. 6. Center-of-mass pair-correlation function gcm�r� versus
distancer for starsin the melt. Solid line: Narm � 10; dashed
line: Narm � 50; dottedline: Narm � 90. Inset:gcm�r� plottedver-
susdistancescaled by theradiusof gyrationr=Rg

Fig. 7. Log-log plot of self-diffusioncoefficient D versusNspan

(Nspan� 26Narm for stars, and Nspan� N for linear chains).
Squares: stars in the melt; triangles: linear chainsin the melt;
crosses:linear chains in the melt, data from ref.28) Solid line
indicatesthe power law fit D l Nÿ2:2

span Inset: semi-log plot of
same data. Solid line indicates the exponential fit
D l exp�ÿ0:02Nspan�

Fig. 8. Log-log plot of the relaxation times of the center-to-
endvector sce versusarm lengthNspan for starsin the melt.Solid
line indicatesthe power law fit sce l N3:2

span. Inset:semi-log plot
of the same data. Solid line indicates the exponential fit
sce l exp�0:03Nspan�
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that the interpenetration of stars increases with their
degree of polymerization. For the dynamics in the melt
we observea possiblenon-power-law dependence of the
self-diffusioncoefficient on starsize.Our limited dataset
preventsusfrom reachinganystronger conclusions; how-
ever, our largeststarsappear to bein thecrossover regime
to anentangled dynamics.

The advantageof Shaffer’s version of BFM is a rela-
tively small Nc. This givesushope thatwe will beableto
simulate entangledstars,elucidatethe arm-length depen-
denceof their self-diffusion coefficients, andperhapsbe
ableto verify theexistenceof thearm-retractionmechan-
ism.
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